Gather at the Glen FOR THE

RUTGERS

Educational
Exchange

welcome DR. MARK GLUCK

YES, I WANT TO LEARN MORE

WE’RE PLEASED to

ABOUT MASTERPIECE LIVING
AT ARBOR GLEN.

as the first speaker in our RUTGERS EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGE event series.

❍ Please send me information.

Dr. Gluck is Professor of Neuroscience at Rutgers University-Newark, Director of the Rutgers
Memory Disorders Project, and publisher of the public health newsletter, Memory Loss and
the Brain. He is widely published, including more than 100 peer-reviewed articles, and the
best-selling textbook, Learning and Memory: From Brain to Behavior. He has won many
awards, including the National Science Foundation Presidential Early Career Award from
President Bill Clinton. His informational and inspirational presentation will set the tone for
our ongoing partnership with Rutgers University.
What’s Masterpiece Living and how does it fit in?
Masterpiece Living is a nationally recognized lifestyle approach that enhances your overall wellness,
including improving memory and brain function, now and into the future. Arbor Glen is the only
community in New Jersey to include this life-enriching wellness program into its senior living lifestyle.
A proven, comprehensive approach.
Based on findings from a 10-year study funded by the MacArthur Foundation and in collaboration
with the Mayo Clinic, Masterpiece Living promotes optimal health by fostering opportunities
for continued growth in four essential areas:
SOCIAL • INTELLECTUAL • PHYSICAL • SPIRITUAL

❍ Please call me to schedule
lunch and personal tour.

Did you know you can ONLY find Masterpiece Living
in New Jersey at Arbor Glen?
It’s true. And it’s also why we urge you to attend our very first Rutgers Educational
Exchange event with Dr. Gluck, an expert in learning and memory, as he unlocks some
of the mysteries of the aging brain. Community representatives will also be on hand
to answer your questions about Masterpiece Living and share how Arbor Glen embodies
the philosophies of this life-altering wellness program in everything we do.

Join us
RUTGERS

Educational
Exchange

Name
Address

Monday, July 25, 2016

• 10:00 a.m.

City
State

ZIP

ARBOR GLEN | 100 Monroe Street | Bridgewater, NJ 08807

Phone

Refreshments will be served following the presentation.

Email

You won’t want to miss this enlightening, informative and
entertaining presentation. Reserve a place for you and a guest
by calling (800) 762-1406 today.

By providing the information above, you grant permission for
representatives of Arbor Glen to communicate with you. Your
personal information is confidential and will not be shared or
sold to outside parties.

Sponsored by Friends Retirement Concepts, Inc.

Immerse

YOURSELF in

KNOWLEDGE.
Priceless educational experiences await you.
Fascinating subjects. Definitive insights. Our guest speakers and performers
from Rutgers University will share their insights and talents in such areas as
literature, science and the arts. It’s a special series we’re unveiling this
summer and you’re invited — space is limited and these events are sure
to fill up fast, so RSVP now for yourself and a guest.
First up: Exploring the origins of learning and memory.
Is your memory as sharp as it used to be? Does the thought of Alzheimer’s
give you pause? Join Dr. Mark Gluck for a lively and informative tour of your
brain where you’ll learn how memories are formed, why some are retained and
some are forgotten, and how memory changes as we age. Best of all, he’ll
provide practical tools for maintaining and improving your memory, including
what to do today to reduce your risk for memory issues tomorrow.
Sponsored by Friends Retirement Concepts, Inc.

Welcoming ALL. Embracing YOU.

100 Monroe Street
Bridgewater, NJ 08807
ArborGlen.org

You’re invited
to our

RUTGERS

Educational
Exchange

&Masterpiece Living
KICKOFF EVENT

DETAILS INSIDE

INTRODUCTION.

